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through a keyhole^ listen at a door, and be jeal-

ous of a boy and a milkmaid. Many other things

I noticed that, for my part, grieved and exasper-

ated me as I read; but then, again, came passages

so true, so deeply tliouglit, so tenderly felt, one

could not help forgiving and admiring."

Tennyson's "In Memoriam," seems not to

have pleased her thoroughly. "I have read Ten-

nyson's "In Memoriam," or rather part of it; I

closed the book when I had got about half way.

It is beautiful; it is mournful; it is monotonous.

Many of the feelings expressed bear, in their

utterance, the stamp of truth
;

yet, if Arthur

Hallam had been somewhat nearer Alfred Ten-

nyson—his brother instead of hisi friend—I should

have distrusted this rhymed, and measured, and

printed monument of grief. What change the

lapse of years may work I do not know ; but it

seems to me that bitter sorrow, while recent,

does not flow out in verse."

Charlotte read some of Miss Austen's works

and said, "Miss Austin, being, as you say, with-

out sentiment, without poetry, maybe is sensible,

real (more real than true), but she cannot be

great." Of course she had not read all Jane Aus-

ten then, and promised to read all her works and

see if she could not change her mind. Sincerity

was surely there. \";: : .;'/^'?' ".'^^t. ,•";:-.;;/;:/;.:
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Miss Bronte has often been accused of losing

her head over a man Mrs. Gaskell thinks this ac-

cusation unfounded. I think Mrs, Gaskell goes

to the opposite extreme. There is a great deal

on the side of the former opinion;^ .^-i:^^^

Whatever may be said of the ideas of the

Bronte's, we must give them credit for honesty,

for a beautiful Christian fortitude in life's strug-

gles, and for an almost complete contempt of

earthly things with a firm aspiration for the

things that last. Their inspiring lives are grand-

er than all their works.

VISTA LIS

Rosy times when we are happy!
Livid times when we are biwe!

Ltirid times when we are scrappy

With all those we ever knew!
Chttmst why can't we aye be chappy

—

Heatts and hands both leal and true!

Oh, the times of strife and sorrow!

Lo! they come to you and me!
Yesterday, today, tomorrow

—

Matters not when strivings be!

Stand up like a man and bear it

Sturdily with might and main;
Never shirk, but work and share it,

—

As it came, it comes again*

Always be on guard and heedful:

Never let a day go by
Tliat you have not helped the needful.

Cheered and charmed some passer-by*

Comfort grand when one is dying.

Memories good of times no more!

Then with Angels you're a-flying

On th' eternal happy shore !

—Bernard L. Kuntzweiler.


